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A CFP® Study Guide that delivers what you need to succeed!
   This quick study guide for candidates preparing to take the CFP® Certification Examination covers the bare-bones essentials needed to pass this challenging exam in a logical and easy-to-absorb manner. Covering some of the most important disciplines of financial planning–– insurance, employee benefit, investment, income tax, retirement, estate, and general planning–– this text provides a no-nonsense approach to studying that includes:    

	A highly logical and efficient format    
	An in-depth outline of core essentials    
	Explanations of all relevant exposures complete with solutions and practical examples    
	Key points, exam tips, multiple choice, and mini—case study questions    
	Mnemonic devices and study techniques to reinforce key points    
	A format that directly parallels the CFP Board’s topic requirements    
	and more!    


   Order your copy today!     

       Study guide covers the essential information needed to pass the CFP Certification Exam. For use as a supplement to financial planning texts and other self-study materials, or a reference for financial services professionals. Includes references and index. Softcover. DLC: Certified Financial Planner Examination--United States--Study guides.     

       About the Author


   JEFFREY H. RATTINER, CPA, CFP® , MBA, RFC, is President of the JR Financial Group, a multipurpose holding company serving both consumers and the financial services industry.  He has been a leading trainer for financial services companies such as Wells Fargo, SunAmerica, Merrill Lynch, Schwab, the AICPA, and TIAA-CREF.  In addition to being Editor in Chief for Personal Financial Planning Monthly, Mr. Rattiner is a columnist for Financial Planning magazine and editor of Personal Financial Planning Journal, which reaches over 5,000 financial planners annually.       
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Homebrewing For Dummies (Sports & Hobbies)For Dummies, 2008
The latest on gluten-free, organic, and green brewing    

    Make your own delicious lagers and ales    

    Want to become your own brewmeister? This must-have guide gives youeasy-to-follow instructions in everything from brewing and bottling tostoring, pouring, and kegging your own beer. You...
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Healthcare Information Privacy and Security: Regulatory Compliance and Data Security in the Age of Electronic Health RecordsApress, 2014

	Healthcare IT is the growth industry right now, and the need for guidance in regard to privacy and security is huge. Why? With new federal incentives and penalties tied to the HITECH Act, HIPAA, and the implementation of Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems, medical practices and healthcare systems are implementing new software at breakneck...
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Beyond Bullets: Creative Journaling Ideas to Customize Your Personal Productivity SystemUlysses Press, 2017

	FUN, COLORFUL, AND CREATIVE SUGGESTIONS FOR THE NEWEST PRODUCTIVITY PHENOMENON.

	

	Going beyond basic tools, this book offers tips, tricks and creative ways to transform your notebook into a treasured life companion, including:

	

	• Ornamental lettering

	• Personalized habit trackers...
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The Business Guide to Sustainability: Practical Strategies and Tools for OrganizationsRoutledge, 2009

	First edition: Winner of Choice Magazine - Outstanding Academic Titles for 2007 Sustainability promises both reduced environmental impacts and real cash savings for any organization - be it a business, non-profit/NGO or government department. This easy-to-use manual has been written by top business consultants specifically to help managers,...
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Solving ODEs with MATLABCambridge University Press, 2003

	This book is a text for a one-semester course for upper-level undergraduates and beginning graduate students in engineering, science, and mathematics. Prerequisites are a first course in the theory of ODEs and a survey course in numerical analysis, in addition to specific programming experience, preferably in MATLAB, and knowledge of...
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Scene of the Cybercrime: Computer Forensics HandbookSyngress Publishing, 2002

	"Cybercrime and cyber-terrorism represent a serious challenge to society as a whole." - Hans Christian KrÃ¼ger, Deputy Secretary General of the Council of Europe

	Crime has been with us as long as laws have existed, and modern technology has given us a new type of criminal activity: cybercrime. Computer and...
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